The Inx Solution is

intuitive and highly flexible.

Inx uses innovative technology and a patented digital pen to enable the capture of both electronic and wet-ink signatures for every
document in your closing package. With Inx, not only do you have a complete digital closing package that can immediately be
published and accessed by lenders, buyers and sellers with the appropriate permissions, you also have wet-ink signatures on
each and every document that can be used for any post-closing need that requires an original signature. And, Inx consistently
offers this same flexibility whether you are handling the closing in your office or remotely. This intuitive, highly flexible technology
has many benefits:

Low Cost of Entry

For a minimal initial investment, you can secure
the equipment that you need to get started
using Inx in your operation today.

Speed of Processing

With Inx, immediately after signing, you have a
complete digital closing package. From there,
any or all of those documents can be published and made immediately accessible to
anyone with permissions to access. And this
happens instantly with no scanning and no
need to find an internet connection.

Absolutely No Document Field
Definition Needed

With the Inx solution, there’s no need to overhaul documents created by the agent and Inx
will work with any documents created and
collected by parties outside of your company.

Quality Control

The Inx solution delivers the electronic documents to your system immediately after signing
so you have the opportunity for quality review
while the borrowers are still at the closing.

Quick Deployment

The Inx solution is simple and intuitive, with
minimal technical specifications. That means
with very little training and configuration, your
operation can be up and running and using
this solution for your closings very quickly!
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Fraud Reduction

Date and time stamped pen strokes are linked
to GPS signing coordinates and enable signing
location confirmation. Photos and other documentation can also easily be attached for identity verification. And the final, executed Inx digital
closing package is discretely wrapped in a tamper evident seal that offers even more security.

Increased Efficiency

Minimize internal processing costs and eliminate
the need to track down 3rd party providers to
fulfill trailing document requests.

Effortless Adoption

Inx will seamlessly integrate into your current
closing processes with little or no change to
the way that you handle your closings today!

Adaptable to Your Environment

The Inx solution is highly versatile. It can easily be integrated with any title and settlement
production or loan origination solution on the
market today.

Reduced Costs

Internal processing costs and trailing document requests are reduced because of the
ability to review all signed document before
borrowers leave the closing.

To learn more,
visit InxSign.com
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